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INTRODUCTION
This is the first attempt to assemble in one publication an up-to-date
bibliography listing Codes, Standards, Procedures, Specifications and/or
reports which relate to Contamination Control.
An example of method of entry is as follows:
ORIGIN TYPE OF SOURCE CODE DOCUMENT NUMBER
DOC MENT
GSFC - PROC - B-.2 PROCEDURE P-III
Particulate Decontamination Procedure for Spacecraft
TITLE/Hardware used for Critical Subsystems, 11-21-68
27 pages /
LEITH DA_E
i,
lg72005410-TSA04
iSOURCE ADDRESS
ORIGIN CODE
NASA Hdq. A-1 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546
Attn: Management _suances Section
Code DHA- 11
NASA Hdq. A-2 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546
Attn: Apollo Data Manager
Program Control Office
Code 1KAP-2
NASA Hdq. A-3 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D. C. 20546
Attn: Information Services Branch
Code UST
NASA Hdq, A-4 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
,: Washington, D. C. 20546
1 i Attn: Office of Planetary Quarantine
!
i BE AA-1 Budd Electronics
I Environmental Control Systems Div. of _'
Pall Corp.
32 Sea Cliff Ave.
Glen Cove, L. I., N. Y. 11542
' 516-OR 1-4000
CR AB-1 Collins Radio Company
1200 N. Alma Rd.
Dallas, Texas
LH AC-1 Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
2555 N. Hollywood Way
Burbank, Calif.
f
GWU AD-1 George Washington University
= Suite 700, 2000 P Street, N. W.
:_ Wash_.ngton, D. C. 20036
' Attn: Biological Sciences
_i Communication Project
!:
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WK AE-1 Walter Kidde and Company, Ind.
Aerospace Die.
Belleville 9, New Jersey
ACGDI AF- 1 American Conference of Governmental
Industrial Hygienists
Secretary Treasurer
1014 Broadway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
LRS AG-1 Langley Research Center
Langley Station
Hampton, Virginia 23365
MILL AH-1 Millipore Filter Corporation
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730
RICH AI-1 The Richmond Corporation
P.O. Box 1129
Redlands, California 92373
NAS AJ-1 Aerospace Industries Association
of America Inc.
1725 De Sales Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036 ......_
GSFC B-1 Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Marylaud 20771
Attn: Specification Depository
Code 252
GSFC B-2 Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Attn: Spacecraft Integration
and Sounding Rocket Die.
Code 720
C BB-1 Chrysler .,
iii
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: ARC 0-1 Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 94035
Attn: Reliability and Quality A_surance Branch
Mail Si;op 211-7
D CC-1 Douglas AXrcraI_ Co.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monies, Calif.
i
FRC D-1 Flight Research Center
P.O. Box 273
Edwards, California 93523
Attn: Teolmical Order Library
Quality Assurance Office
GD DD-1 General Dynamics Electric Boat Div.
1 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N. Y.
GD DD-2 General Dynamics
150 T Avenel St.
, Avenel, N. J. 07001
201-636-9100
MSFC E-1 George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Attn: Documentation Repository Branch
Code MS-D
,,
MSFC E-2 George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Attn: Apollo Data Manager
Resources Management Office
Code I-RM-M
MSFC E-3 George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama 35812
Attn: Code R-ME-MMC
FCI EE-1 Firewel Co. j Inc.
The ARC Corp.
Subsidiary: The Firewel Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Dept. AT
Bryan, Ohio 43506
_ iv
•._.. .., •......... . ............. .
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I m
M_C F-1 Manned Spacecraft Center
ttouston, Texas 77058
Attn, Mierorepreduation Supervisor
Code BM6C
MSC F-2 Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Attn: Apollo Data Manager
Plans and Analysis Branch
Code PP-3
MSC F-3 Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Attn: Checkout Systems Branch
Code EB5
MSC F-4 Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas 77058
Attn: Quality Control Branch
Code NC-3
MSC F-_ Manned Spacecraft Center
Engineering Data Repository
Building 45
Houston, Texas
GE FF-1 General Electric
(more specific 21 Div. exist)
See attached sheets
KSC G-1 John F. Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 82899
Attn: Specifications and Standards Section
Code ASO-315
KSC G-2 John F. Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 82899
Attn: Apollo Data Management Branch
Code PPR-33
KSC G-8 John F. Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 82899
Attn: Administrative Support Branch
Code INS-53
V
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KSC G-4 John F. Kennedy Space Center
Kennedy Space Center, Florida 32809
Attn: Code SO_QUAL
GA flG_-i Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp,
Bcthpage, N, Y.
JPL H-I Jet Propulsion Laborato_T
4800 Oak Grove Drive
, Pasadena, California 911.03
: Attn: Document Services
" Mail Stop ]11.-222
HS HH-1 ttamilton Standard
Electronics Dept.
Broad Brook, Conn.
ERC I-1 Electronics Research Center
575 TechnologT Square
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Attn: Research Engineering Branch
Code ATR
! HA II-1 Iiughes Aircraft Company
Space Systems Division ,,
Surveyor Laboratory
FED. STD. J-1 General gervices Administration
', Buo,_ ,,,_s Service Center
I Washington, D. C. 20407
i LTV JJ-1 Ling Temeo Vought
Box 5003
Dallas, Texas
MIL. STD. K-1 Naval Publications and Forms Center
5801 Taber Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120
MC KK-1 Martin Company
Middle River
Baltimore, Md.
vi
' • • ._ , ..,, . . _. _ .,.,4
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USAF L-1 Haadquarters
UnitedStatesAir Force
Washington, D. C. 20330
MD LL-1 MaDonnell AircraftCorporation
BoX 516
St, Louis, Me.
ASTM M-I, American SocietyFor Tasting Matorlalu
1916 Race Street
Phlladoluhia, I)a. 19108
MH MM-I MirmoapolisHoneywell
SpecialSystems Division
SE N-I ScientificEnterprises,Inc.
468 Polygon Market, Box 282
Broomfield, Colorado 80020
NAb, NN-1 North American Aviation, Inc.
(Rocketdyne)
Canoga Park, Calif.
CE O-I C strolledEnvironment Equipment Corp.
.:_ _outhAvenue
Whitman, Mass. 02382 _.
ORD OO-1 Ordnance
AVCO P-i Avco Corporation
Lowell Street
Willmington, Mass.
TC PP-1 Thiokol Chemical
BristolDie.
Bristol,Pa.
COIHC Q-1 Secretary American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists
1014 Broadway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
vii
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SOTC R-I Snap-On Tool Corporation
Government Contrast Div,
8028 28th Awnue
Kenosha, Wisconsin
SAE S._l Society of Automotive E_0glneers !rio,
485 Lexington Avenue
Now York, N. Y, 10017
AACC T-_ Amortcan A_so_iation for Contamination
Control
flix Beacon Street
Boston, Ma_s. 02108
PHS U=I U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare
Public Itealth Servioe
Communicable Disease Center
Atlanta, Georgia 22
AG V-I Acre jet-General
9100 East Flair Dr.
E1 Monte, Calif. 91734
213-288-7250
AM W-1 American Machine and Foundry
Vice President, Corporate Programs AMF
Executive Offices
261 Madison Ave.
New York, N. Y. 10016
AP X-1 Air Products and Chemical, Inc.
Box 538
Allentown, Pa. 18105
215-395-4911
AR XX-1 Air Research Manufacturing Company
(canttfind)
$
BA Y-I BellAerosystemsCo.
Box 1-TR
Buffalo, N. Y. 14240
716-297-1000
viii
... o ...... ..^._ ,,_ ,_ ._ .o .o.. o°:'_._o
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B Z-,1 Bendix
BA Z Z-_I Booing Aerospace Dlv.
7755 E, Marginal Way
8eattle_ Wash,
r
f_
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR ACIDS & DETERGENTS
MIL-_SPE C-K-I MIL-D-16791E
Military Specification, Detergents, General Purpose (liquid, nonionic) su-
, persedes MIL-D-0Ol_791D (SHIPS) dated 17 September 1963 and MIL-D-
16791C dated August 1956: dated 11 August 1964, lfl pages.
FED-SPEC-J-1 O_.It-795
Federal Specification, Hydrofluoric Acid, Technical, supersedes Int, Fed.
Spec. O-A-S7 (NAVY-SHIPS) dated 17 March 1952: dated 20 May 1953, 5
pages.
MIL-SPE C-K-1 MIL-M-10578B
Military Specification, Metal Conditioner and Rust Remover (Phosphoric
Acid Base) supersedes MIL-M-10578A dated 3 August 1953: dated 16
March 1956, 9 pages.
FED-SPEC-J-1 0-0-670
Federal Specification, Orthophosphortc (Phosphoric)acid, Technical, Su-
persedes Int. Fed. Spec. O-P-00313A (GSA-FSS) dated 8 April 1949: dated
30 March 1960, 6 pages.
MIL-SPE C-K-1 MIL-D-1691E
Military Specifications, Detergents, General Purpose (liquid nonionic) su-
persedes interim Amendment No. 1 dated 12 January 1965: Amendment "
No. 2 dated 27 August 1965, 2 pages.
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CLEANLINESS
-_,._,,',_,_,_, Cleanliness Levels r Prppulsion r Power and Control Systems
_=._,- _: ,I__.,, GA-SPE C-GG-I LSP-270-0001A
_-_" ,'....... Cleanliness Level Requirements Propulsion Subsystems (Ascent and De-
_ scent Stages),
:..'_,_ __., HA -PROC -II-1 262613
_,i'_-_:,-_.!_, Oeneral Cleaning Procedures for Surveyor Vernier Propulsion System
.....__" Hardware.
_'_'s'_' NAA-SPEC-NN-1 MA0610-001
Cleanliness Requirements for Apollo Propulsion Systems.
D-STD-CC-I DPS-4.905--3
Cleaning and Processing Sensing Devices for Liquid Oxygen Power System.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0110-025 -
Cleaning Carbon from Rocket Engine Components.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS 100.0
...._ Cleaningof Space Launch Vehicle Fuel and Oxidizer Containersand Con-
-__°=.... tainerComponents, datedSeptember 5, 1961, 12 pages.
AG-STD-V-I AGC-46652
_ "o,, Cleanliness Requirements for the Apollo Service Module Engine.
, ,_ NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MA 0610-005
• _,_: Cleanliness Requirements for Saturn S-II Hydraulic Engine Actuation
__. '_ri:_ Systems and System Components.
_ NAA-PROC-NN-I RA0615-005
_._,_o,:. Solid Particle Contamination Control of Flushing, Test_ Calibration, and
o_:_ OperatingFluidsfor Space Engines Assemblies.o _
=h_!S°_ AVCO-PROC-P-1 QATP-SD-75
_,,°_ °: Precision Cleaning and Cleanliness Level Determination of the Resistor-
....,,,_, Jet ATS-S&E COmponents, Rev. A dated 6-20-68, 45 pages.
,o
_o° ._', GA-SPEC-GG-1 LSP-310-0001
_o _o Cleanliness Levels Reaction Control Subsystem, General Specification for,
• . ........ _..
] 9720054 ] 0-T$C04
Cleaning Procedures for Spac0eraft , Equipment and Assemblies
MSC-STD,-F-2 MSC-SPE C-C-SA
Apollo Spacecraft, Cleanliness Specifications For, dated September 1966,
17 pages.
f
MSC-SPE C-F-2 MSC-SPEC-C.-27
, Apollo.Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) Cleanliness, Specifications For,
dated December 12, 1967, 9 pages.
MSC-SPEC-F-2 MSC-SPEC-C-5A
Apollo Spacecraft, Cleanliness Suecification for, Amendment No. 1, dated
11 August 1969, 1 page.
M_J-S PE C-F-2 MSC-S PE C-C-18
Apollo Spacecraft Facilities Equipment Surface Cleanliness, Specifications
For, dated March 13, 1967, 5 pages.
MSC-S PE C-F-4 MSC-SPE C-C-8
Spacecraft On-Board Equipment, Cleanliness Specifications For, dated
September 1966, 4 pages.
MSC-SPE C-F-2 MSC-SPE C-C-19
Apollo Spacecraft Component Surface Cleanliness, Specifications For, dated
March 1967, 8 pages..
, MSC-SPEC-F-4 MSC-SPEC-C-8
_ Spacecraft On-Board Equipment, Cleanliness, Specifications For, Amend-
!I ment #1, dated January 5, 1967, 1 page.
:, LTV-SPE C-JJ-1 308-20-2
il Cleaning of Manned S/C Parts, Components and Assemblies.
_ TC-PROC-PP-1 7023
_ General Part and AsSembly Cleaning Procedure.
TC-PROC-PP-I 0006
Part and Assembly CleaningProcedure.
3
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Cleanliness Levels, ComP0nents, Material, Hydraulic p Pneumatic,
Oxidizerand Fuel Systems
MSC-SPE C-F-4 8N-C-0024
General Specification, Cleanliness of Environmental Test Chambers (oxy-
gen rich, physiologieal, or vaeuum) dated 31 March 1969, _ pages.
MSC-S PE C-F -4 MS C-SPE C-C-gA
Cleanliness of Non-Airborne Breathing Systems, Specifications For, dated
June 9, I967, Supersedes MSC-SPEC-C-9 dated October 10, 1966, 4 pages.
MSF C-SPE C-E -1 10MO1671B
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection and Inspection Procedures for
Parts, Field Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems and Systems for Pneumatic
Use in Support Equipment, Specifications For, dated 4-28-64 EO-2_
7-28-64.
AG-STD-V-1 AGC-46350C
Levels of Cleanliness, Description of.
LTV-STD-JJ-1 309-79
Cleanliness Classification and Contamination Allowables.
MSC-SPE C-F-4 MSC-SPE C-C-23
Surface Cleanliness Levels for Sampling Equipment, Specifications For,
dated May 11, 1967, 5 pages.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-75092
Cleanliness Level of Non-Critical Components, Specifications for.
GA-SPEC-GG-1 LSP-14-0011
Surface Cleanliness Levels, General Specification for.
GA-STD-GG-1 LSP-14-0011
Surface Cleanliness Levels, Dated March, 1965, 13 pages, Amendment #1,
Ii dated June, 1965, 2 pages. Amendment #2, dated September, 1965, 1 page,
!i Amendment #3, dated October, 1965, 1 page.
GA-SPE C-GG-1 LSP-390-0001 .
Cleanliness Levels, Cryogenic Storage and Supply Section, Electrical
Power Subsystem.
_ MIL-STD-K-1 MIL-STD-1246A
Product Cleanliness Levels and Contamination Control Program, dated 18
}i, Aug. 1967, 15 pages.
i 4
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rNAA-PROC.-NN-1 RA0615_.003
Solid Particle Contamination, Classification of Levels and Method of Meas-
urement, for Space Engines.
MSF C_-SPE C-E -] 10419906B
. Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning and Inspection procedures for Component
Parts of Gas Bearing and Slosh Measuring System, Specifications dated
6.-26_62t EO-1, 7-2-63, EO-31 4-,_-64.
MSFC-PROC-E-.1 10419906B
, Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning and Inspection Procedures for Component
Parts of Gas Bearing, and Slosh Measuring Systems, Specifications for
dated, 6-26-62, EO..1, 7-2-63, EO-3, 4-3-64.
MSFC-PROC-E-1 MSFC-PROC-195A
Cleanliness Level Requirements and Inspection Methods for Determining
Cleanliness Level of Gas Bearing Gas Supply and Slosh Measuring Systems
dated, 8-10-66, Superseding MSGC-PROC-195 dated August 1, 1962 and
Amendment #1 dated August 30, 1963, 11 pages.
MSF C-SPE C-E -1 10MO1671
i_ Cleanliness Levels Cleaning Protection and Inspection Procedures for
Parts, Field Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems, and Systems for Pneumatic
i Use in Support Equipment, Specifications For, dated September 23, 1963,
i 25 pages.
KSC-SPE C-G-5 KSC-C-123(D)
Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection and Inspection Procedures for
'o, Parts, Field Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems, and Systems for Fluid Use
_i in Support Equipment, Amendment #3, Supplement #1 dated March 14,
! 1968, Superseding KSC-C-123(D) Amendment #3, dated July 12, 1965,
!_ 10 pages.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 D1B NO. 12-1.023
Aerodynamic Attitude Control Hydraulic and Pneumatic System Contamina-
tion Limits.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 27-08798
Cleanliness Requirements for Hydraulic and Pneumatic GSE.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-75106
Cleanliness and Preservation of Cleanliness for Non-Critical Hydraulic
Components, Specification for.
5
t
..... . • . • •
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GD.-SPE C-.DD-2 0-75105
Cleanliness and Cleanliness Preservation of Non-Critical Pneumatic Com-
ponents, Specification for.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0,-75035
Permissible Contamination Limits, Plleumatie System Components t
Specification,
GD-SPEC..DD-2 0-75001 ,
Permissible Contamination Limits, Fuel System Components, Specification
for.
ORD-PROC-00-1 10425040
The Method of Cleaning and the Method of Determining the Cleanliness Level
of Missile I_,draulic Support Equipment.
ORD-SPE C-00-1 1-10509305
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Liquid Oxygen, Fuel, and Pneumatic
Systems, Specification for.
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MA0110-801
Cleanliness Requirements of Components Used in Oxidizer, Fuel, Circu-
lating and Pneumatic Systems of Apollo Ground Support Equipment.
NAA-SPEC-NN-I MA0610-008 .....,,
Cleanliness Requirements for Saturn S-II Liquid Oxygen, Liquid Hydrogen
and Pneumatic Systems and Components.
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MA0610-012
Cleanliness Requirements for Apollo Spacecraft Cryogenic Systems.
NAS-SPEC-AJ-1 ARTC-Report-No. 28
Specification for Contamination Control of Hydraulic Fluid, Revision dated
15 December 1964, 8 pages.
MSC-SPEC-F-4 MSC-SPEC-C-6B
Specification Spacecraft Chemical and Fluid Cleanliness Requirements,
dated 14 January 1969, supersedes MSC-SPEC-C-6A dated 26 JUne i967,
39 pages.
MSC-SPEC-F-4 IVISC-SPEC-C-6B
Errata Sheet, Table B-VI -- Revision A, Qualified Filter Data, dated 29
May 1969, 1 page.
. . 11 ,. , • • _ - , , . .
] 9720054 ] O-TSC08
nMSFC..SPEC-E-.1 MSFC_PEC-164
Cleanliness of Components for Use in Oxygen, Fuel and Pneumatic Systems
dated, 7--27._64 Amendment #4, 3 pages Superseding Amendment #3 dated
6-3-64.
MSF C _SPE C =E -1 MSF C._PE C-164
Cleanlinessof Components for Use In Oxygen, Fuel and F_neumatieSystems,
dated, 4-16-62, 25 pages.
MII_JPEC*MM-1 5012
CleanlinessLimits for Components Used in Supportof Pneumatie Systems.
MS C -S PE C-F -2 MS C-S PE C-C.-7
Apollo Spacecraft, Fluid Systems Surface Cleanliness, Specifications For,
dated November 17, 1966 Amendment #1 is a part of MSC=SOEC-C-7 dated
October 24, 1966, 6 pages.
v
MSC-SPE C-F -2 MSC -SPE C -C-6A
Apollo Spacecraft, Fluid Cleanliness Specifications For, dated June 26,
1967, Supersedes MSC-SPEC-C-6 dated October 15, 1966, 30 pages.
HS-STD-HH-I GSS-122
: Cleanliness of Components for Use in Storable Liquid Propellant System
(Saturn S-IVB) APS System.;i
,!
! KSC-SPEC-G-5 KSC-C-123(D)
;i
;i Cleanliness Levels, Cleaning, Protection, and Inspection Procedures for
i;
!, Parts, Field Parts, Assemblies, Subsystems, and Systems for Pneumatic
i! Use in Support Equipment_ Amendment #3 dated July 12, 1965, Superseding
= Amendment #2 dated May 24, 1965, 10 pages.
!,.i
_: KSC-SPEC-G-1 KSC-C-182
:_i Gas Cleanliness Requirements for Operational Gaseous Nitrogen, ttelium
and Hydrogen Systems at Complex 39 dated, 6-7-66 _ pages.
MSFC-PROC-E-1 MSFC-PROC-404
Gases, Drying and Preservatior,, Cleanliness Level and Inspection Methods,
i Procedure for dated, 10-20-64.
i,
;!
, 7
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USAF-L-I AFBS-EXHIBIT_61..3C
Permissible Contamination Limit6 and Inspection Criteria for Liquid O._y-
ge_ Liquid Nitro_en, RP-1 Fuel, Gaseou_ oxyg_nt Gaseou_ Nitrogen,
Instrument Air and H_lium, Component8 and Handling Systems.
D_SPEC-CC-I IP00041
Cleai_liness for Oxidizer and Fuel System_ and Related Pneumatie Sy_tem_,
I'
:!
8
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CLEANING
General Cleaning,Methods & Inspection
NAA_PROC-NN-I MA0110_-010
Gener_tl Clean,4.ng Mol;hods,
' FRC=PROC-D_I _0-I
Cleaning Methods and PPooesses, dated 9-1fi-fiS.
BA-SPEC-Y-I BPS-4138
Cleaning_f Matorials_General Spoeificatlonfor.
NAA-:_ROC-NN-I PRI-9
Abrasive Cleaning.
MD-PROC-LL-1 PS12040
Abrasive Cleaning.
NAA-PROC-NN-I RA0110-014
Abrasive Cleaning.
MD-SPE C-LL-1 PB-2-13
UltrasonicCleaning.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 MA0110-017
UltrasonicCleaning.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0610-002
UltrasonicCleaningofSpace Engine Hardware.
HS-SPEC-HH-I HS-1550A
Acceptance Cleaning, Preservationand Handling of Products.
USAF-STD-L-I DRPS-75
Cleaning and Inspection of Components of Liquid Oxygenj Liquid Nitrogen,
Gaseous Nitrogen, Helium and Fuel HandlingSystems.
MSC-SPEC-F-2 MSC-SPEC-C-IIA
PrecisionCleaning,SpecificationsFor, datedJune 9, 1967, Supersedes
MSC-SPEC-C-11, dated September 1966, 11 pages.
9]
J
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: "'_.; D.-PROC.-CC-1 DPS-4.740
..... Certification of Saturn Cleaning Procedures,
., GR_.PROC _AB..I
....:_ Process, Clean!iness, Pneumatic Components,
';. :,:,d-i
:'_ -:_ c-SPEC-Bn-1 QR. NO,a04
Cleaning Facilities, Specification A-10509805 and/or MSFC-164,
$
C_SPEC_.BB-I QR. NO. 0202
Cleaningper 8peclfisation10M01671.
O.xy6on_Nitro6onpII_,drogonPeroxld_ and Water S_.st.em_.__s
FCI-SPEC-EE-1 PS-203
Cleaning for Oxygen Service.
WK-PROC-AE-1 151674
Cleaning and Inspection Procedure for Nitrogen Storage System.
i B-SPEC-ZZ-1 D5-12527
Supplier Cleaning Control Requirements for Contamination Sensitive
Components.
,:_
_' MD-PROC-LL-I PS20531
Cleaning, Handling and Installation of Model 133P Coolant and Water System.
GE-STD-FF-1 118A1665
._ Nitrogen System Components, Cleanliness Control for.
!i WK-PROC-AE-1 151697
ii Cleaning Procedure, Inert Prefill Unit.
GD-INSTR-DD-1 1704
Instructions for Cleaning Equipment for Oxygen Service.
i:
LTV-SPE C-JJ-1 308-15-3A
Hydrogen Peroxide ReactionThrust System Design_ Installation,and In-
spectionRequirements for.
USAF-SPEC-L-1 AFTD-42B-l-17
Field Handling of Concentrated Hydrogen Peroxide {formerly NAVER
06-25-501).
NAA-S PE C-NN-1 PRI-37
Processing of Itydrogen Peroxide System Components.
LTV-PROC-JJ-I CVA-10-62A
Preparation of Metallic Surfaces for Exposure to Concentrated Hydrogen
Peroxide.
LTV-PROC_TJ -1 308 -20-3
' Preparation of Metallic and Non-Metallic Surfaces for Exposure to Hydro-
gen Peroxide in Manned S/C.
LTV-PROC-JJ-1 CVA-10-64A
Preparation of Non-Metallic Surfaces for Exposure to Concentrated Hydro-
gen Peroxide.
Cleanin_ Sampling, Manufacturing Process for Cleaning Lines, Instru-
ments_ I_draulic & Fluid Systems and Miscellaneous Hardware
MSFC-PROC-E-1 10MO1445A
Cleaning of Pressurized and non-Pressurized Instrument Compartments,
Procedure for, dated 12-30-65.
MSc-SPEC-F-2 MSC-SPEC-C-15
Pressure Garment Assembly Cleanliness, Specifications For, dated
October 13, 1966, 5 pages. ....._.
MD-PROC-LL-1 PS12301
Cleaning of Model 133 Environmental Control System Lines and Non-
Operating Components.
_! NAA-PROC-NN-1 MA0110-001
Cleaning Hydraulic System Components.
,i
MSFC-PROC-E-1 MSFC-PROC-166C
Hydraulic Systems Components and Hydraulic Fluids for Space Vehicles,
. Cleaning, Testing, and Handling, Procedure For, dated 8-18-65.
MSFC-PROC-E-1 MSFC-PROC-166D
Hydraulic System Detailed Parts, Component-s, Assemblies and Hydraulic
I
Fluids for Space Vehicles, Cleaning, Testing, and Handlingt dated Febru-
ary 7, 1967, Superseding MSFC-PROC-166C dated July 18, 1965 and
Amendment #1 dated September 3, 1965, 32 pages.
MSGC-PROC-E-1 MSFC-PROC-166D
tIydraulie System Detailed Parts, Components, Assemblies and Hydraulic
Fluids for Space Vehicles, Cleaning, Testing, and Itandling Amendment #2
dated September 15, 19fl7, Superseding MSGC-PROC-lg6D Amendment #1
dated March 15, 1967, 2 pages,
GD-PROC-DD-2 27-47381-BKIA
Determination of Particulate Contamination of Hydraulic Fluids, Particle
Count Method.
MD-PROC-LL-1 PS12302
Cleaning of Cryogenic, Hydraulic and Pneumatic System Lines and Com-
ponents Model 133P.
MD-PROC-LL-1 PS12300
Cleaning and Capping of Fluid Carrying Parts and Assemblies.
MSFC-STD-E-3 60 B32086
Cleaning, Testing & Handling of Hydraulic Systems, Components and
Fluids dated January 12, 1965, 18 pages.
! MSF C-SPE C-E-1 60B32086B
:, Cleaning, Testing and Handling of Hydraulic Systems, Components and
I.,
ii Fluids, 19 pages _ dated September 1966.
_i MSF C-PROC-E -I 20M85015
ii Procedure for Cleaning, Testing and Handling of Onboard Hydraulic System
Components and MIL-H-5606 Hydraulic Fluid, dated November 1961, 26,i
_' pages.
MSF C-PROC -E -3 M-ME -MPROC-106.0
i Manufacturing Process for the Cleaning of Teflon Lined Flex Hose, dated
April 15, 196-3 t 6 pages.
MSFC-MPROC-E-3 M-ME-MPROC-105.0
!i Interim 'Manufacturing t Process for Cleaning and Testing of Onboard Hy-
draulic System Components, dated April 26, 1963, 10 pages.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS 101.5
Proposed Manufacturing Specifications for the Re-cleaning of Fuel and
Oxidizer Containers, dated September 22, 1962, 5 pages.
MSFC-MPROC-E-3 M-ME-MPROC-104.0
_ Manufacturing Process for Cleaning of Electrical Connectors, dated March
_, 18, 1963, 5 pages.
i 12
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MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS 101,3
Manufacturing Specifications for the Cleaning of Carbon Steel Alloys dated
April 30, 1962D 13 pages.
MflFC-MPROC-E-3 M-ME-MPROC-102.0
. Manufacturing Process for Cleaning and Testing of Gas Bearing Gas Supply
and Slosh Measuring Subsystems and A_semblies for C-1 Space Vehicles,
dated February 4, 1963, 16 pages.
MSFC-MPROC--E-3 M'ME-MPROC-150.8
Manufaoturing Process for t_,e Cleaning of Spheres for Che C-I Space Ve-
hicle, dated February 5, 1963, 18 pages.
MSC-PROC-F-4 MSC-PROC-C-103
Cleaning of S0acecraft Fluid Systems era Parts/Components, Procedure
For, dated "_iay 17, 1967, 19 pages.
MSC-_gPE C-F-2 MSC-SPEC-C-14
Spacecraft Fluid Analysis, Specifications For, da_ed November 8, 1966,
8 pages.
IV_SC-SPEC-F-2 MSC-SPE C-C-13
Fluid Sampling, Specifications For, dated November 2, 1966, 9 pages.
GE --PROC-FF-1 SI-211638
Determination of Particulate Contamination of Hydraulic Fluids by the
Particle Count Method.
MSC-SPE C-F-2 MS C-SPE C-C-7
Apollo Spacecraft Fluid Systems Surface Cleanliness, Specifications For,
dated October 24, 1966, 14 pages.
NASA-Hdq. -,%-4 PHS-CONF. I• A• I.
Surface Sampling Techniques for the Institutional Environment Present
Status, a reprint from the proceedings of National Conference on Insti-
• utionally Acquired InfeCtions, pp. 101-103, dated September 1963, 3 pages.
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MA 0610-017
Precision Cleaning Methods and Cleanliness Requirements for Parts and
Assemblies of Apollo Fluid Systems.
i
NAA-PROC-NN-I MA0110-022 ,
Cleaning Components of Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Helium and Pneumatic
Systems•
13
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MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS 100.5A
Cleaning of Unlined Stainless Steel Bellows, dated November 5, 1962, 8
pages.
MSFC-PROC-E-I MSFC-PROC-463
Cleaning of Aluminum Alloy Weld Joints for High Quality Welds dated, 12-
fl-65, 3 pages.
BE-SPE C-AA-1 8A00-0012
Specification for Cleaning of Components in Methanol Cooling Loop.
AG-PROC-V-1 PM-S 101A
Shop Cleaning of Piping System Components.
AM-PROC-W-1 ARF-6004F
Cleaning and Preserving Hydraulic Components Tubing, Pipe and Fittings
for WS 107A-2 Launcher System.
i
TC-PROC-PP-I 7428
Cleaning Procedure for Rubber and Plastics.
i; GSFC-PROC-B-2 PROCEDURE H-I
'_ Handling, Cleaning, Decontamination and Encapsulation of MOSFETS
Circuitry, 10-19-65, 26 pages.
! KSC-PROC-G-5 KSC-B-155 _' "
, Bonds and Grounds Cleaning, Testing and Protection, dated 4-25-_6, 6
pages.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 LA _110-002
' Metallic Hydraulic Filter Elements, Cleaning Method.
LH-PROC-AC-1 LAC(S)-1481B
Lines and F._ttings, Gas and Liquid: Cleaning of.
GSF C-PROC-B-2 PROCEDURE C-I
Cleaning, Mechanical Assemblies, 3-23-64, 10 pages.
B-PROC-Z-1 PS-242 '
Cleaning of Precision Instrument Parts and Mechanism Assemblies.
f
NAA-PROC-NN-I LA0110-006 ,
Cleaning of Corrosion and Heat Resistant Alloys.
14
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MSFC-SPEC-E-S MS !00.8D
Cleaning of Flared Tubing, dated Deoember S, 1962, Supersedes MS 100.8C
dated June 30, 1962, 11 pages.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS 100.9A
Cleaning of Miscellaneous Components, dated December 10, 1962, Super-
sedes MS 100.9 duted oetober 24, 1961, 12 pages.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0110-034
, Cleaning Aluminum and Aluminum Alloys.
Solvent Cleanin_ Specifteations_ Vapor Degreasing and _rit),
MSFC-PROC-E-1 MSFC-PROC-439
Cleaning Solvent, Printed Circuit Assemblies dated, 4-80-65, 5 pages.
i MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MSFC-SPEC-237A
i Solvent, Precision Cleaning Agent, dated October 16, 1964, Superseding
_i MSFC-SPEC-237 dated January 24, 1963, 11 pages.
;I
_i MD-PROC-LL-1 PS12010
If
i Hand or Immersion Solvent Cleaning.
MSC-SPEC-F-4 SN-C-0037
Trichlorotriflouroethane Solvent Use Requirements, dated November 13, ...
1968, 4 pages.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 AA0110-002
', Solvent Vapor Degreasing.
MSF C--SPE C-E-1 MSFC-SPE C-471
Solvent, 1, 1, 1-Trichloroethane, High Purity, Inhibited, 14 pages, dated
July 11, 1966.
NISFC-SPEC-E-3 MS 150.0
" Manufacturing Specifications for Vapor Degreasing of Metallic Surfaces,
dated October 27, 1961, 5 pages.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MSFC-SPEC-217
Trichloroethylene, Technical Specification for.
15
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4 !
Components for Rocket Engines, Hydraulic Fluid & Propellant S_,ste.ms
NAA-SPEC-NN-I RA0610-013
Cleaning Requirements for Purchased Parts or Components for Service in
Space Engines Propellant and Pressurization Systems.
GE-SPE C-F F-I 8VS4383
Engineering Cleaning Requirements for Nitrogen Gas and Propellants Com-
ponents and Systems.
MIL-STD-K-I MIL-P-2740113
Propellant Pressurizing Agent, Nitrogen, dated 9-62, 14 pages.
NAA-PROC-NN-I RA0110-015
Cleaning of Components and Parts for Use in Storable Propellants.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0110-016
Cleaning, Control and Inspection Procedure Requirements for Rocket En-
gine Hydraulic Fluids.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0610-003
Cleaning Space Engine Hardware by Liquid Flushing.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0110-004
I
Clem_ing Parts for Propellant and Pneumatic Service.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 MA0110-021
Cleaning Components of Hypergolic Propellant Systems.
,i NAA-PROC-NN-1 MA0110-018
_: Cleaning Components of Propellant, Pressurizing and Circulating Systems.
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 RA0110-035
'i
Cleaning Requirements for Facility Components in Propellant and Indirect
Propellant Service.
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 RA0110-019
Cleaning Requirements for Purchased Parts or Components for Service in
Rocket Engine Propellant and Pressurant Systems.
16
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' Tapes, Decals & F llm_ Specifications for
GA-SPE C-GG-I LSP-14-001
Identification Markings, General Specification for,
NAA_TD-NN-1 MB0290-002
D_al, Cleanlinoss Certification.
' NAA-STD-NN-1 LB0190-002
Tape: General Purpose, Pressure Sensitive Adhesive.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RB0195-002
Tape, Pressure Sensitive, Adhesive, Transfer Resistant.
GA-SPE C-GG-1 LSM-14-4005
Film, Transparent, Heat Sealable,
GA-SPE C-GG-1 LSM-14-4006
Labels, Pressure Sensitive, Cleaned Item Enclosure.
GA-SPE C-GG-I LSM-14-4008
Tape, Pressure Sensitive, Tamper Proof (Integrity Decal).
MSC-SPEC-F-3 MSC-SPEC-C-3
Decals, Certification of Cleanliness, Specifications For, dated October
20, 1967. ,'
MSC-SPEC-F-4 MSC-SPEC-C-3A
Decals, Certification of Cleanliness, Specifications For, dated October 20,
1967, Supersedes MSC-SPEC-C-3, dated August 1966, 14 pages.
MSFC-SPE C-E-1 MSF C-SPE C-456
Film, Transparent, Plastic, Lox Compatible, Gas and Contamination
Barrier, 10 pages, dated Aug. 1, 1966.
17
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CLEAN ROOM & WORK STATIONS
Design, operation & Requirements
GSF C-PROC-B-,2 PROCEDURE F-II
Field Operations AIMP Clean Room Deportment and Garment Requirements,
7-21-66, 14 pages,
GSF C-TN-B '-2 NASA-TN-D_4577
Clean-Room Facilities for Explorer XXXV Spacecraft, dated June 1968, 14
pages.
MSFC-STD-E-3 MSFC-STD-246A
Design and Operational Criteria of Controlled Environment Areas (cover
sheet for Fed-STD-209A) dated April 6, 1967, Superseding MSFC-STD-
246 dated July 29, 1963, 3 pages.
PHS-LIST-U-1 PHS-PUB-
Design of Clean Rooms, U.S. Department Health, Education and Welfare
Publications No. 54, dated 1964.
_ USAF-STD-L-1 T.O. 00-25-203
Technical Order, Standards and Guidelines for the Design and Operation of
7_ Clean Rooms and Clean Work Stations dated 7-1-63, Replaces T.O. 00-25-
203 dated 3-1-61, 51 pages.
i
USAF-STD-L-1 T.O. 00-25-203
:i Technical Manual Standard Functional Criteria For Design and Operation of
Ji Clean Rooms, dated 2-7-62, 73 pages.
: USAF-L-1 AFM 88-4
: Criteria for Air Force Clean Facility Design and Construction, Chapter 5,
dated September 9, 1968, 31 pages.
USAF-STD-L-1 T.O. 00-25-203
Standards and Guidelines for the Design and Operation of Clean Rooms and
Clean Work Stations, dated 8-31-65, 61 pages.
MSC-STD-F-4 MSC-STD-C-4
Clean Rooms and Work Stations, dated October 7, 1966, 19 pages.
GD-SPE C-DD-2 140-70-10
Supplier Contamination Control-Requirements for Approval of Supplier
Cleaning Facilities.
18
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FED. STD-STD-J-1 FED. STD. NO. 209A
Clean Room and Work StationRequirements, controlledEnvironment
dated 8-10-66 Superseding Fed. Std. No. 209 dated 12_16-63, 21 pgs.
KSC-PROC..G-1 LSOD 53-201
Guidelines and Procedures for Operation of NAPA Unmanned Spacecraft
Assembly and Checkout Clean Roam Facilities. Hanger S, BulldlIlg AE,
Building AO Cape Keanedy Air Force Station, Florida, dated October,
1965, 160 pages.
USAF-STD-L-I AFTD-25-00g
StandardFunctionalCriteriafor Design and Operationof Clean Rooms.
MIL-STD -K-1 MIL-STD-1246
Military standard degree of Cleanliness and Cl¢,an Room Requirements,
dated December 19, 1962.
i KSC-SPE C-G-1
; Performance Specifications for Design, Fabrication and Installation of
Portable Laminar Flow Clean Room, Hanger AE, dated 2-]6-65, 8 pages.
JPL-SPE C-H-1 GMV-50003-GEN
_ Clean Room Requirements for Attitude Control Gas Systems, dated 10-7-63.
: MSF C-SPE C-E -3 MAO-I 15-012 ,
Requirements for Environmentally Controlled Work Areas, dated January
i! 3, 1966, Superseding Spec. dated October 14, 1964, 14 pages.
i
I NAA -S PE C-NN-1 MA0115-012
:! Requirements for Environmentally Controlled Work Areas.
_i GA-SPE C-GG-1 LSP-14-006
Controlled Environmental Facilities, General Specification for.
BA-SPEC-Y-1 BPS-4263
Clean Rooms, Requirements for.
COIHC-CODE-Q-1 "
i Guide for Industrial Hygiene Codes or Regulations for Clean Rooms dated
_ December, 1964, 6 pages.
': D=STD-C C-1 DPS-4.905-4
' Clean Room Cleanliness Control.
19
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Air Conditioners, Sampling_ Filters, Test Procedures & Bibliographies
Mil,-STD_4_PEC-K--1 Mil-A-52517 (Me)
Air Conditioners: Vertic!e, Compact, ___fl,000BTU/HR dated 5_.13_-66, 30
pages.
Mil. _flTD-_PE C-K-I Mi!.-A--52516 (Me)
Air Conditioners: V(_rtlcle, Campaet, 60,000 BTU/!iR dated 5..iS-tiff, 31
pages.
D-PROC-CC-1 DPS-I_. 727
Dust Content of Air.
MSC-SPL(, F=4 SD-A-0019
Specificationfor breathingair dated 27 March ].9(19,Supersedes MSC SPEC
4, 8 pages.
SAE-PIIOC-S-1 ARP-743
Procedure fo_the Determinationof ParticulateContaminationofAir in
Dust ControUed Spaces By the ParticleCount Method, dated 8-30-62, 7
pages.
Mil.-STD-SPE C-K-1 MiI-F-6128
Filter,Air, Vacuum Operated Instrumentsdated 5-8-50 SupersedingAN-
F-gb dated 10-1-45, 8 pages. ..**
NASA-Hdq. -A-4 PHS-CONF. I.A.I.
Air Sampling Teohniques, a reprint from proceedings of National Con-
, i ference on Institutionally Acquired Infections, pp. 98-100, dated Septem-
ber 1963, 3 pages.
MIL-STD-K-1 MIL-STD-282
DOP Smoke Penetration and Air Resistance of Filters.
AACC-STD-T-1 STD-CS-1T
HEPA Filters (Tentative), 9 pages, dated May, 1968.
SAE-PROC-S-1 ARP-599
A Dynamic Test Method for Determining the Degree _ qleanliness of the
Downstream side of Filter Elements, dated AugusL 30_ 1962.
MIL-STD-K-1 MIL-F-51068 i
Filter, Particulate, High Efficiency, Fire Resistant, dated April 23, 1964,
7 pages.
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KSC-BIBLIO--G-1 GP-385
Clean Rooms -- A Selected Bibliography dated September, 1967, 36 pages.
GWU-BIB LIOGRAPHY_AD.-1
Clean Roam_ a Bibliography by tim Biological _elenees Communication Pro-
" ject of the George Washingtnn University, 229 entries, dated November,
1966,
Ga_ment__s t Monitoring, Toolu, T,_,l_tu f¢,r Laminar Flow Devices
MSC-S PE C-F-4 MSC-S PE C-C -2A
Garments, Clean Itoom Speelficatinn_ i,'or, dated September 1966, 7 pages,
AACC-I'ROC-T-]
Provodul'e fox' M_mttoring "('loan ltoom" Garments, Re)vision, dated May
•, 8, 1963,
: NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MQ0501-015
i Requirements for Garments and Accessories in Contamination Controlled
Areas.
NASA-Hdq. -A-4
Monitoring Clean Areas, NASA, ContractNo. NASA-R-09-019-040, no
date, 19 pages.
., SOTC-SPEC-R-I
:, Proposed Clean-Room Applicable Tool Specifications, revision dated
'..! 4/1/67, 3 pages.
"!
i
i! CE-PROC-O-1i r
il Test Procedures for Laminar Flow Devices, dated 1966, 11 pages.
:i AAC C-STD-T-1 STD-CS-2TI
i: Laminar Flow Clean Air Devices (Tentative), dated May 1968, 20 pages.
Micrpbial_ Standards, Requirements, Viable Contamination
' NASA-Hdq. -STD-A-1 NHB 5340.2 '
i_ NASA Standards for Clean Rooms and Work Stations for the Microbially
Controlled Environment, August 1967, 35 pages.
i
!i NASA-Hdq. -STD-A-4
_: Standard Bioclean Room and Work Station Requirements for the Mierobio-
V
i; logically Controlled Environment, a draft dated 1966, 50 pages.
ii
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NASA-Hdq, --RE PORT-A-4 NSG-643
The Bacteriology of "Clean Rooms,'a topple, dated April 1 through
September _lO, 1965, 20 page_,
[_ P tiff _MONOGRA P H-U-1 t) IIfl-.PUB-gfi3
_ _._;:_: Air Filtrution of Mierob|.a] Particles, Reprint ¢M1 dated April 1965, 43
i .:-_.::_° NAil A- l-Idq, -RE PORT -A _4V _.!_d',"
i '_:_ _. Comparative L(:wolu and Typos of Microbial Contamination Detected in In-
i,_ dustrlal Clean Rooms, a report titled, Services i'rovidod in Support of the
!_'*:_'_.i Planetary Quarantine Requirements, National A_ronautics and Space Ad-
......._ ministration under Contract _.R-137, dated December 9_ ]965, 39 pages.
! : . '''_ NASA-Hdq, -RE PORT-A-4 SC-.RR-66-385
!2:!!_ Evaluation of the Efficiency of a Class 100 Laminar -- Flow Clean Room
_,_,_;_,;. for Viable Contamination Cleanup: P_trt I of Microbiological. Studies Re-
lating to Clean Environments dated September 1966, 10 pages.
NASA-Itdq. -RE PORT-A-4 S C-RR-67-456 -
Planetary _uarantine Report Sandia Corporation, Titled, The Microbial
Profile of a Vertical Laminary Airflow Surgical Theater, dated June 1967,
30 pages.
22
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CONTAMINATION
Control_ts and Specificationu for Gases
' GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-75050
Contamination Control Requirements for Hydrogen Peroxide Components
and Gound Systems, Specification for.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-77004
Contamination Control Requirements for Liquid Hydrogen Components and
Ground Systems.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-73019
Permissible Purity Limits and Evaluation Methods for Concentrated Hy-
drogen Peroxide, Specification for.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-75002
Contamination Limits for Liquid Oxygen, Liquid Hydrogen and Liquid He-
lium System Components, Specification for.
D-PROC-CC-1 DPS-4.905
Liquid Oxygen Power Systems.
MSF C-SPE C-E -1 MSF C-SPE C-233A _
Nitrogen, Instrument Grade, dated September 21, 1964, 29 pages.
D-PROC-CC-1 DPS-4.930
Cleaning and Processing Liquid Hydrogen Systema.
MSFC-SPE C-E-1 MSFC-SPEC-234A
Nitrogen-Space Vehicle Grade, dated July 27, 1967, 32 pages.
D-PROC-CC-1 DPS-4.920
Testing and Drying Gases.
MSF C-PROC-E -3 MSF C-PROC-245
Carbon Tetrachloride Scrubber Method for Analysis of Condensable Hydro-
carbon Contamination in Compressed Gases, Amendment #2 dated February
26, 1968, Superseding Amendment #1 dated May 23, 1963, 6 pages.
i MSC-STD-F-2 MSC-4TD-C-17
Hydrocarbon Equivalents, dated May 17, 1967, 3 pages.
23
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tBA-SPEC--Y-1 BPS-4276A
Contamination Control.
GD-INSTR-DD-2 QCS-141-10-3
Supplier, Contamination Control.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-77003
Contamination Control Requirements for Transducers.
GE -PROC-F F-1 SI-211633
Contamination Control for Hydrogen Peroxide Components and Ground
Systems.
AR-PROC-XX-1 C-38C
Contamination Control.
B-PROC-ZZ-1 BAC-5819
Cleaning and Contamination Control of Contamination Sensitive Detail Part_
_: and Assemblies.
ControlLCriteria for Materials Propulsion and Pressurization S_ystem_
_i Equipment & Fluids
, MC-SPEC-KK-1 327 -9020000
Contamination Control Specification, Propulsion and Pressurization Sys-
tems, Equipment and Fluids.
AP-PROC-X-1 QCL-116F
Quality Control Criteria for Material Cleaned to Class AA by a Vendor.
,, MC-PROC-KK-I QC-106
:_ Implementing of Supplier Contamination Control in accordance with Martin
/ Engineering Specifications.
MSC-SPEC-F-4 MSC-SPEC-C-10
Systems Contamination Control During Repair, Replacement or Mainte-
nance, Specifications For) dated November 9, 1966, 5 pages.
'i
:- B--STD-Z Z -1 BAC-5703
Criteria for Limited Contamination Areas.
MSC-SPE C-F-4 MSC-SPE C-C-24
- Contamilmtion Control During Brazing or Welding Operations, Specifica-
tions For, dated March 24, 1967, 6 pages.
24
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0MC-SPEC-KK-1 327-9020001
Contamination Control Specification, Hydraulic _ystcm Equipment and
Fluids.
MC-SPE C-KK-1 424-1000025
ContaminationControlSpecification,Propellantand PressurizationSys-
tems, Equipment and Fluids.
MC-SPEC-KK-I 424-1000027
ContaminationControlSpecification,SupplierCertification.
MC-SPEC-KK-I 424-1310000
Contamination ControlSpecification,Propulsionand PressurizationSys-
tems, Equipment and Fluids.
MC--SPE C-KK -1 E PS50405
ContaminationControlSpecification,Fluids and Equipment.
SAE-PROC-S-1 ARP-743A
Procedure For the Determination of Particulate Contamination of Air in
!: Dust Controlled Spaces By The Particle Count Method, dated 8-3-62 re-
i'. vised 7-15-66, 6 pages.
li
:; ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-D2390-65T
!'_ Microscopic Sizing and Counting Particles from Aerospace Fluids on ,.
Membrane Filters, dated 1965, 5 pages.
ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-F25-66T
Tentative Method for Sizing and Counting Airborne Particulate Contamina-
tions in Clean Rooms and other Dust-Controlled Areas Designed for Elec-
tronic and Similar Applications, dated, 1965, 11 pages.
SAE-PROC-S-1 ARP-788
Procedure for the Determination of the Silting Index of a Fluid, dated
February 28, 1963.
ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-DF24-65
Tentative Method for Measuring and Counting Particulate Contamination on
Surfaces, pages 400-404, dated 1965.
SAE-PROC-S-1 ARP-598
Procedure for the Determination of Particulate Contamination of Hydraulic
Fluids by the Particle Count Method, dated, 3-1-60, 11 pages.
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ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-F51-65T
Tentative Method for Sizing and Counting Particulate Contaminant in and on
Clean Room Garments, dated 1965, 6 pages,
SAE-PROC-S-1 ARP-598-A
The Detor2vdnatlon of Particulate Contamination in Liquids by the Particle
Count Mothod, a proposed revised S.A.W. Aerospace recommended prac-
tice, 3 pages.
ASTM-STD-M-I ASTM-F 50-6BT
Tentative Methods for Sizing and Counting Airborne Particulate Contamina-
tion of Air-borne Particles by t_._ Light Scattering Principle Design for
Electronic and Similar Applications, dated 1963.
SAE-PROC-S-I ARP-785
Procedure for the Determination of Particulate Contamination in Hydraulic
Fluids By The Control Filter Gravlmetric Procedure, dated 2-1-63, 4
pages.
$
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DECONTAMINATION
Deeontamiaation_ cleanin_!._Conformal coating_ Microbial Examination &
Procedures for Spacecraft Sterilization, Detection and Enumeration of
Viable Microorganisms
MILL-MANUAL-AH-1 ADM-40
Applications Data Manual, Techniques for Miorobiological Analysis.
:: ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-F60-65T
Detection and Enumeration of Microbiological Contaminants in Water Used
for Processing Electronic and Microeleetronie Devices, dated 1965, 9
pages.
:: GSFC-PROC-B-2 PROCEDURE P-III
Particulate Decontamination Procedure for Spacecraft Hardware used for
Critical Subsystems, 11-21-68, 27 pages.
GSFC-REPORT-B-2 X-723-67-375 -
Microbial Decontamination and Sampling Program for Anchored Inter-
i, planetary Monitoring Platform (AIMP-E) Spacecraft dated July 1967,
_ 30 pages.
'._ PHS-MONOGRAPH-U-1 PHS-PUB-686
' Sampling Microbiological Aerosols, Reprint dated February 1964, 53
!i pages.
ii MSFC-PROC-E-3
Procedures Manual for Planetary Spacecraft to be Sterilized by Heating,
" Volume I, Design Guidelines, dated 31 July 1965, Revision I, 28 Febru-
_ ary 1967, 120 odd pages.
GSFC-REPORT-B-2 X-723-67-171
.)econtamination of the AIMP-D Spacecraft dated April 1967, 66 pages.
GSFC-PROC-B-2 PROCEDURE D-1
Decontamination, Cleaning, Coating and Encapsulation AIMPS "D" and "E"
Electronic Circuit Boards, 1-24-66, 14 pages.
P
MILL-BULL-AH-1 HV-I .
Applications Bulletin, High Volume Filtration with Millipore Precision.
27
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MILL-BULL-AH-1 AG-1
Applications Bulletin, Analysis and Control of Contamination in Aviation
Fuels, Printed 1966, 32 pages.
MILL-MANUAL-AH-1 ADM-20
Application Data Manual, Sterilizing Filtration and Sterility Testing.
MILL-MANUAL-AH-1 ADM-60
Application Data Manual, Ultracleaning of Fluids and Systems, Rev. Novem-
ber ].966, 28 pages.
MSFC-PROC-E-3
Procedures Manual for Planetary Spacecraft to be Sterilized by Heating,
Volume III, Biological Handbook for Engineers dated 31 March 1967,
approximately 90 odd pages.
NASA-Hdq. -RE PORT-,%-4
Comparative Levels and Survival of Naturally Occuring Microorganisms
Deposited on Surfaces Through Handling and Aerial Fallout, a preliminary
report titled, Services Provided in Support of the Planetary Quarantine
Requirements of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
Contract #R-137, dated August 9, 1965, 19 pages.
NASA-Ildq. -PROC-A-I NPQ -i
Standard Procedures for the Microbiological Examination of Space Hardware. .,.
28
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MANUFACTURING
Processes for Surface Treatment and Specificationsfor Chemical Milling
MSFC-MPROC-E-3 M--ME-MP-314-63
Manufacturing Process for the Surface Treatment of Skin and Bulkhead Ma-
terial for the S--ICVehicle, Revisionof M-ME-MPROC-150.7A dated June
26, 1963, 8 pages.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS-170.3
Manufacturing Specification for the Launch Vehicle Surfaces, dated 31
i, October, 1961, 11 pages.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS-550.1
M_ufacturing Specificattcn for Chemical Milling Aluminum Honeycomb,
i dated 30 March, 1962, 14 pages.
MSFC-PROCESS-E-3 M-ME-MPROC-150.9
:i Manufacturing Process for Surface Treatment of Weld Areas of the S-1C
'_ Bulkhead TeSt Fuel Tank, dated 22 January 1963, 4 pages.
.i. NAA-SPE C-NN-I PRI-35
i I Electrolytic Polishing, Requirements for.:i
• i
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MISCELLANEOUS
Bi,b!iography_ Indexes_ Definitions and Spillage Removal
NASA--ttdq. -BIBLIOGRAPHY-A-4
Publiaations of Planetary Quarantine NASA Funded, Jalmary 1967 - July
1968, 167 publications, 17 pages,
MSC-INDEX-F-5 NLqC-SCCI-69-B
Index of Specifications and Publications Generated and Utilized by Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, dated August, 1969, 50 pages.
: MSC-INDEX-F-5 MSC-SCCI-69-1
,i Index of Specifications and Publications Generated and Utilized by Manned
Spacecraft Center_ Housto:l, Texas, dated January, 1969, 44 pages.
MSC-INDEX-F-5 MSC-SCCI-69-5
Index of Specifications and Publications Generated and Utilized by Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, dated May, 1969, 50 pages.
MSFC-INDEX-E-3 MS-000. OF
Index to Manufacturing Specifications, Process Specifications, Process
Specification Memorandums, and ME Division Manufacturing Process,
Specifications and Standards MIME-M, supersedes MS-000. OE dated 1 :..,,
January, 1963: dated 1 April, 1963, 30 pages.
MSC-STD-F-4 MSC-STD-C-1
Definitions for Contamination Programs dated August 1966, 14 pages.
MSC-SPEC-F-4 SN-C-0027
General Specification, Removal of Ethylene Glycol Solution Spillage, dated
15 January, 1969, supersedes MSC-PROC-C-105 dated 5 September, 1967,
9 pages.
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?PARTICLE COUNT ANALYSIS
Sampling, Identification and Tests for Particulate Matter
MILL_.MANUAL-.AH-1 ADM_B0
Application and Analy_i_ of Particulate contamination, Rev, January,
1968, 44 pago_.
SAE-PROC-S-1 ARP
A Rapid Field Method for a Pn.rtielo C,ount Analysis of Suspended Solids in
Fluids from Pres_erized Systems, dated July ,20, 1962.
ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-D2391-65T
Proces_ing Samples for Particulate Contamination Analysis Using Mem-
brane Filters, dated 1965, 4 pages.
ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-D2407-65T
': Sampling Airborne Particulate Contamination in Clean Rooms for Handling
i, Aerospace Fluids, dated 1965, 3 pages. "
ASTM-PROC ASTM-D2429-65T
Sampling Aerospace Fluids from Components, dated 1965, 14 pages.
!} ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-D2388-65T .
ii Field Sampling of Aerospace Fluids in Containers, dated 1965, 5 pages.
:i
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_' ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-DF59-65T
Identification of Metal Particulate Contamination Found in Electronic and
Microelectronic Components and Systems Using the Ring Oven Technique,
with Spot Tests, pages 547-552, dated October, 1965.
ASTM-PROC ASTM-D2430-65T
Tests for Identification of Metallic and Fibrous Contaminants in Aerospace
Fluids, dated 1965, 8 pages.
ASTM-RE PORT-M-1 APPE NDIX-VXH
Proposed Method of Test for Particulate Contamination in Hydrocarbons, ,.
• pages 819-830, dated 1964.
ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-D2387-65T
Test for Particulate Contamination of Iiydraulic Fluids by Gravimetric
Analysis, dated 1965, 4 pages.
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ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM: D2776-67T
IP: 216/68T
Tentative Methods for Test f_r Particulate contaminant in Aviation Turbine
Fuels dated, 1908, 13 pages.
ABTM_RE PORT-M_.I ASTM_D_276-65T
.Particulate Contaminant in Aviation Turbine Fuels, pages 839-853, dated
December, 1905,
ASTM-PROC-M-1 AETM-D_109-,64
Test for Nonvolatile Matter in Iialogenatod Organic 8o,vcnts, dated 1964,
2 pages,
ASTM-PROC-M-1 ASTM-D2
Proposed Method of Test for Partieulat_ Matter in Itydroearboas, dated
1960.
NAA-STD-NN-1 MQ501-002
The Determination of Insoluble Contaminants in a Liquid Sample.
FED. TM-STD-J-1 FTM. STD. NO. 791A
METHOD 3009-T
Lubricants, Liquid Fuels and Related Products, Methods of Testing, dated
December 30j 1961.
SE-PROC-N-1 SE-PROCEDURE-STD '
SE Test Standard For the Determination of Particulate Contamination in
Freon PCA Cleaning Solution's and Clean Packaging Materials, dated
6-1-66, 6 pages.
FED. STD-STD-J-1 FED. STD. NO. 791A
Federal Test Method Standard (Method 3309-T) Lubricants, Liquid Fuels,
and Related Products, Methods of Testing dated 12-31-61, Superseding
FED. Test Method Standard No. 791 dated 12-15-55, 4 pages.
MC-STD-KK-I QC-III
Inspectionand TestingMethodsforcomponentsand systemscleanllness.
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PAS_IVATION
Cleaning, D0oxldatlon_ Electroplating. Pickling, Dosaaling
NAA-PROC-NN-I RA0110-018
Cleaningand Pas_Ivatlngof Corrosion and Heat ResistantAlloys, Nickel
and Nickel Ba_o Alloys,
AG_PROC-V-I AGC-4f1481
Corrosion R0si_tant 8taola_ Paasivating Process for,
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS 100, 3C
Cleaning and Paasivation of Iteat Exchanges, dated November 5, 1962,
Supersedes MS 100.3B dated July S, 1962, ]1 pages.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MS i00.4A
Cleaning and Passivation of Austenitie (300 Series) Stainless Steel Suction
Lines, dated April 8, 1962, 19 pages.
MSFC-PROC-E-1 10419901
Cleaning and Passivation of Bellows and Duets, Procedure For, dated
: September 12, 1963, 4 pages.
MSFC-SPEC-E-1 10419901A
Cleaning and Passivation of Bellows and Ducts j Specifications for, dated
2-26-60. "
! MC-PROC-KK'I DP50402
Passivating Stainless Steel.
GE-PROC.-FF-1 SI-211614
Passivation of Stainless Steel.
GE-PROC-FF-1 SI-211637
Passivation of Austenitic Stainless Steel.
GE-SPEC-FF-1 SI-211614
Passivation of Stainless Steel.
MD-STD-LL-1 PSI$001
Passivation of Corrosion and Heat Resistant Alloys.
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MD-aTD-LL-I PS13002
Paesivation and Conditioning of Parts for Hydrogen Peroxide Systems.
NAA.-SPE C-NN-1 PR601-3
Passlvatlon of St_lalOflS Steel Parts for Hydrogen Peroxide,
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 95 MO 1108
Deoxidation of Alumiaum Alloys 2014, Z219, 5056, 5456, 6061 and 7075,
Spe_ifioatioa For, dated February S, 1964, 6 pago_.
MSFC-flPEC-E-3 MS 100.2A
Deoxidation of Aluminum Alloys, dated February 2, 1962, Supersedes i
MS 100.2 dated September 22, 1961, 10 pages.
GD-SPEC-DD=2 0-75089
Electropolishing Metals, Specification for.
MD-PROC-LL-1 PS12050
Pickling.
NAA-PROC-NN-I MA0610-016
Desealing and Passtvation of Corrosion and Heat Resistant Alloys - Apollo
Program.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 MA0110-013
Desealing and Passivation of Corrosion and Heat Resistant Alloys.
NAA-PROC-NN-I MA0110-016
Desealing and Passivation of Corrosion and Heat Resistant Alloys.
BA-PROC-Y-1 BPS-4007
Cleaning and Passivating Corrosion Resistant Steels.
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PACKAGING
Packa_i_ng_ Cleanliness, .preparation, HalLdling
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MB0295-005
Material Cleanliness Level, Precision Clean Packaging.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 F2M-12-694
Hydraulic Components, Cleanliness and Preparation for Delivery, Re-
quirements for.
MIL-STD-K-1 MIL-M -9950
Missile Components-LLquid Oxygen, Liquid Nitrogen, Gaseous Oxygen,
Gaseous Nitrogen, Instrument Air, Helium and Fuel Handling Systems,
Cleaning and Packaging for Delivery, 13 pages; dated May 1962. Amend-
ment 1, dated July 1962.
RICH-GUIDE-AI-1
il A Brief Guide to Clean Room Packaging, no date, 2 pages. -
NAA-PROC-NN-I RA0616-009
E
Space Engine Precision Clean Hardware: Protection, Packaging, Packing,
and Certification: Methods of.
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MA0116-017
S,:pplier Packaging Requirements.
NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MA0616-035
'_ Clean Packaging Requirements for Apollo Spacecraft and Support
Equipment.
_! NAA-SPE C-NN-1 MA0616-016
_ Clean Packaging Requirements for S-II for Components.
!
- TC-PROC-PP-I 0007
i_ Cleaning, Packaging and Inspection of Oxygen Systems.
',i " TC-PROC-PP-1 7007
_ Packaging of Parts Treated for Use with H202.
TC-PROC-PP-1 900007C
Cleaning, Packaging & Inspection of Oxygen Systems.
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USAF-STD-L-1 K3655-00887
Packagiv_ Instruction for Packaging of Spare Parts Applicable to Liquid
Propellant Equipment,
NAA-PROC-NN-I RA0116-095
SpecialClean Purchased Parts: Protection,Packaging, Packing, and
Certification of.
NAA-SPEC-NN-1 MB0295-007
ClosureS j Special Plastic, Precision Clean Packaging.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0116-092
SpecialClean Hardware: Protectlon_Packaging, Packing and Certification,
Methods of.
NAA-PROC-NN-I MA0116-015
Clean Packagingj Requirements and Procedures.
NAS-STD-AJ-1 NAS-3425
Bag, Anti-Static_SingleItem, dated 1967, 1 page.
NAA-STD-NN-1 RA0116-054
Closures - Protective: Selection and Usage.
_ NAA-PROC-NN-1 MB0295-006 ......_
Film, Transparent, Precision Packaging.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 RA0110-006
Hydraulic Component Parts, Fittings and Tube Assemblies: Cleaning,
o" Packaging and Handling of.
NAA-PROC-NN-1 MB0295-008
_' Tape, Non-Residual, Precision Packaging.
NAA-PROC-NN-I LA0110-003
Processing of Hydrogen Peroxide System Components.
MSFC-SPEC-E-3 MAO 616-016
Clean Packaging Requirements for Saturn S-II Liquid and Gaseous Oxygen
System Components, dated August 23, 1966, Superseding Spec. dated
March 4, 1964, 6 pages,
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MSFC-STD-E-1 MSFC-STD-343A
Supplement 2
Preservation, Packaging, Packing, Marking, Handling and Shipping of Space
Vehicle Components, Parts and Associated Equipment, dated January 1968,
22 pages.
MSFC-STD-E-1 MSFC-STD-343/1
• Handling, Protection and Packaging of Flared Tube Fittings, dated 3-65,
4 pages.
MSFC-STD-E-1 MSFC-STD-343/2
Handling, Protection and Packaging of Valves and Control Devices, dated
3-65, 4 pages.
MSFC-STD-E-1 MSFC-STD-343/3A
Protection_ Handling and Packaging of Electronic Parts and Components
dated 1-68, 22 pages.
LTV-PROC-JJ-1 308-20-4A
Contamination Protection Packaging of Parts and Components to Maint_[n
Cleanliness Requirements.
LTV-PROC-JJ-1 CVA-10-66a
,'i Protection of Parts and Components for Hydrogen Peroxide Service.
: MD-PROC-LL-1 PS20530
_ Installation, Storage and Handling of Model 133P Reaction Control and O_.:bit
Attitude and Maneuvering Systems.
MIL-STD-K-1 MIL-P-52211
Parts and Assemblies, for Generating Plants, Oxygen-Nitrogen, and
Related Equipment, Packaging of.
MSC-SPEC-F-2 MSC-SPEC-C-12A
Precision Clean Packaging, Specifications For, dated March 22, 1967,
Supersedes MSC-SPEC-C-12 dated September 1966, 10 pages.
MSC-SPE C-F-2 MSC-SPE C-C-12A
" Precision Clean Packaging, Specifications For, Amendment #1 dated May
19, 1967, 1 page and Amendment #2 dated December 4, 1967, 1 page.
, MSC-SPEC-F-4 MSC-SPEC-C-25
il Precision Packaging Materials Cleanliness, Specifications For, dated
April 10, 1967, 6 pages.
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MSC-PROC-F-4 MSC-PROC-C-100
Packaging of Precision Cleaned Parts/components, Procedure for, dated
May 9, 1967, S pages.
GSF C-PROC-B-2 PROCEDURE P-I
PrectsLon Packaging and Storage of Decontaminated Spacecraft Hardware,
11-6-68, 5 pages.
JPL-SPE C-H-1 Z PP-2117-GEN
Sterilization Test Program Packaging of Sterilized Component Parts, dated
9-2-65, 5 pages.
GA-SPE C-GG-1 LSP-14-009
Preservation, Packaging and Packing, General Specification for.
GA-PROC-GG-1 LSP-14-009
i Preservation-Packaging and Packing, dated August 14, 1964, 21 pages,
Amendment #1, dated October, 1964, 2 pages, Amendment #2, dated
November, 1964, 2 pages, Amendment #3, dated January, 1965, 1 page,
Amendment #4, dated April, 1965, 1 page.
GA-SPEC-GG-I LSP-360-O02
Electronic Packaging, General Specification for.
GD-SPE C-DD-2 0-75019 .....
Sealing and Packaging of Precision Cleaned Missile, Space Vehicle and
Ground System Components, Specification for.
GD-STD-DD-2 1-00003
Vendor Packaging, Commercial Level.
GD-STD-DD-2 1-0000i
Vendor Packaging, Bag Barries.
GD-STD-DD-2 1-00007
Electronic Components, Small Vendor Packaging of.
GD-STD-DD-2 1-00035
Vendor Packaging Container, individual.
GE-PROC-FF-1 SI-211689
Sealing and Packaging of Hydrogen Peroxide System Components.
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BA-SPEC-Y-1 BPS-4266
Packaging for Contamination Protection.
AG-STD-V-1 AGC-46387
Packaging Requirements and Products Environmental Capabilities.t
D-PROC-CC-1 DPS-4.905-1
. Paokaglng of Liquid Oxygen Components.
D-PROC-CC-1 D1_S-4. 930-1
: Packaging of Liquid Hydrogen Components.
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WATER
Sterile, High I_rity, Etl_Iene_Gl_ycol-Water Solutions, Requirements For
LRS-STD-AG-1
Particulate Free, Sterile Water, no date, 11 pages.
t
MSC-SPEC-F-4 MSC-SPEC-C-20A
Water, High Purity and Distilled, Specifications For, dated May 5, 1967
Supersedes MSC-SPEC-20 dated November 4, 1966, 5 pages.
MSC-SPEC-F-4 MSC-SPEC-C-31A
Water, High Purity (Potable), Specifications For, dated June 19, 1967,
Supersedes MSC-SPEC-C-21 dated November 7, 1966, 9 pages.
MSC-SPE C-F-4 MSC-SPE C-C-22A
Ethylene Glycol-Water, Specifications For, dated May 5, !967, Supersedes _
MSC-SPEC-C-22, dated November 8, 1966, 8 pages.
MSC-PROC-F-4 MSC-PROC-C-104
Sampling of High Purity (Potable) Water, Procedure For, dated June 19,
1967, 8 pages.
GD-SPEC-DD-2 0-73020
Deionized Water Purity Control Requirements for, Specification for ...... ,_
MSC-PROC-F-4 MSC-PROC-C-106
Preparation of Inhibited Ethylene Glycol-Water Solutions, Procedure For,
dated June 19., 1967, 14 pages.
MSC-SPE C-F-4 SN-W-0040
Specification Ethylene Glycol-Water solutions, requirements for: dated
15 March 1969, supersedes MSC-PROC-C-106 dated 12 June 1968 and
MSC-SPEC-C-22A dated 5 May 1967, 14 pages.
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